
4 bedroom Villa for sale in Velez Malaga, Málaga

Welcome to this stunning country house in Lagos, Velez Malaga, province of Malaga . This residence, with easy access,
stands as a haven of tranquility and comfort, offering a unique living experience on the coast. The property is spread
over a plot of more than 500 square meters and stands out for its 184 square meters of construction divided into
three levels. The impeccably designed structure blends harmoniously into the surrounding landscape. With four cozy
bedrooms, this cottage provides a comfortable space for the whole family. The two bathrooms ensure comfort and
privacy, while the two kitchens offer additional functionality to suit different needs. The layout of the house includes a
level that functions as an independent apartment, providing flexibility and versatility to its residents. The luminosity in
every corner of the house creates a warm and welcoming atmosphere. Strategically placed windows allow natural
light to enter, highlighting the architecture and enhancing the connection to the stunning landscapes surrounding the
property. Enjoy luxury and privacy with your own private pool, perfect for relaxing and enjoying sunny days. The
orchard area adds a touch of authenticity, allowing residents to grow their own fresh produce and enjoy the
connection with nature. From the house, you can appreciate spectacular views of the sea and the entire coast,
providing a feeling of serenity and connection with the environment. Every sunset becomes a unique spectacle from
the comfort of your home. This country house in Lagos, Vélez Málaga, not only offers an exceptional home but an
unrivalled living experience in a picturesque and carefully designed setting. Welcome to your new home!

  4 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   184m² Build size
  500m² Plot size   Swimming Pool   Parking : YES
  Furnished : Semi   Garden : Yes   Swimming pool : Yes
  Sun/facing : Sunny all day   Petfriendly : Yes   Wifi : Yes
  Views : Beach/sea   Cleaning room : Yes   Laundry room : Yes
  Park nearby : Yes   Private patio   Double glazing
  Terrace/balcony   Wardrobe/closet   Built-in kitchen
  Closeby : Street/market   Closeby : Restaurants/bars.   Closeby : Drugstore

550,000€
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